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Adaptive Optics

While constructing ground-based telescopes at the most ideal locations minimizes many factors that 

may distort images, atmospheric blurring effects cannot be completely removed by location or altitude 

alone. Different layers in the Earth’s atmosphere have various temperatures and densities that interfere 

with the light we see, causing stars to “twinkle.” Engineers and scientists design software and technology 

that measure hundreds to thousands of times a second the distortion caused by Earth’s atmosphere and 

respond by deforming the shape of the telescope's mirrors to reduce the blurring effects. This technology 

is called adaptive optics. It is similar to visiting an optometrist to correct your vision. You read an eye chart 

to determine how sharp your vision is, and the optometrist prescribes glasses to correct your vision; just 

think of this iteration occurring repeatedly at a very small fraction of a second for adaptive optics.

Both the Thirty Meter Telescope and the Giant Magellan Telescope have been designed from the 

beginning with state-of-the-art built-in advanced adaptive optics capabilities, rather than being an 

add-on design like most operating telescopes today. The telescopes will deliver images at infrared 

wavelengths that are more than 12 times sharper than those of the famed Hubble Space Telescope and 

4 times sharper than those of the new James Webb Space Telescope.

Guide Stars 
The Giant Magellan Telescope and the Thirty Meter Telescope will use guide stars to literally “guide” 

the adaptive optics systems. A natural guide star is a bright object, usually a star, visually not too far 

away from the object of study. The natural guide star can also be the science target itself if it is bright 

enough. The information measured from the natural guide star is used to correct the distortion in the 

atmosphere. The same adjustments that are made to correct the natural guide star’s image are then 

made to the object of study. 

Sometimes, there aren’t any natural guide stars close to the object of study or bright enough. In this case, 

an artificial star is created using a laser. A layer of sodium exists in Earth’s atmosphere 90 kilometers 

above the surface. A laser is pointed to this layer to create a spot, called a laser guide star. The adaptive 

optics system then uses observed distortions to the laser guide star to correct the image of the object of 

study. The larger the area of sky you are trying to correct, the more laser guide stars are needed to probe 

the atmospheric distortions over all parts of the mirror. With larger field-of-view capabilities, both the 

extremely large telescopes will use multiple laser guide stars to produce better image quality. 

Giant Magellan Telescope Adaptive Optics
The adaptive optics system for the Giant Magellan Telescope includes four different observing modes 

equipped with six laser guide stars and seven adaptive secondary mirrors that hang above each of 

the seven primary mirrors (second image from left). The flexible glass-like secondary mirrors are 2 

millimeters thick and can reshape their surface 2000 times per second to keep up with the constantly 

changing atmosphere (image far right). The mirror deforms with the power of 675 magnets bonded 

to the back of the mirror. After the mirrors collect and correct the distorted light, the corrected beam 

is sent to the telescope’s scientific instruments. A cooling system using refrigerant will keep the 

adaptive secondary mirrors at an ideal temperature to prevent any heat sources from causing even 

tiny distortions to mirror shape. The Giant Magellan Telescope’s advanced adaptive optics system will 

produce the best image quality over the widest field of view of any extremely large telescope. 

Thirty Meter Telescope Adaptive Optics 
The Thirty Meter Telescope adaptive optics system feeds up to three science instruments and can be 

operated in two different observation modes using laser and natural guide stars. The adaptive optics 

system uses six laser guide stars and two deformable mirrors with a total of about 7500 actuators to 

adjust the shape of the mirrors and correct for the Earth's atmosphere at a rate of about 1000 times 

per second. The system will use a minimal amount of optical surfaces and contain a carbon dioxide 

refrigerant unit to actively cool all optical elements to -30 degrees Celsius to reduce even the slightest 

heat from the mirrors, which could further distort the image. The Thirty Meter Telescope is designed to 

accommodate more lasers and additional adaptive optics systems that will generate three additional 

observing modes and exciting science for decades to come. Its first light adaptive optics system will have 

the unique capability to correct for a relatively large field of view with an exquisite uniform image quality.

Vocabulary
Seeing — Atmospheric conditions on a given night. When the atmosphere is unsteady, producing 

blurred images, the seeing is said to be poor.

Adaptive Optics — A technology used to improve seeing by a system of wavefront sensors, deformable 

mirrors controlled by computers, and potentially laser(s)

Natural Guide Star — A bright reference star close to the target, used to measure and correct 

atmospheric distortion of light 

Laser Guide Star — Artificial reference object for adaptive optics generated by shooting a laser into the 

sodium layer of the atmosphere  

About the Images
Front: A comparison of the (top) western wall of the Carina Nebula taken by the international Gemini Observatory 
by the 8-meter Gemini South telescope and an image of the same region without adaptive optics (bottom) taken at 
the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory with the Víctor M. Blanco 4-meter Telescope. 
Credit: International Gemini Observatory/CTIO/NOIRLab/NSF/AURA

Back: (from left to right) TMT showing laser guide star beams. TMT adaptive optics system sitting on the Telescope 
Nasmyth Platform within its optical thermally controlled enclosure and with the science instrument IRIS on the 
bottom port. Credit: Courtesy of TMT International Observatory. Artist's conception of the lasers that will be used 
on the Giant Magellan Telescope. The structure of the GMT primary and secondary optics. The adaptive secondary 
mirror is used to perform adaptive optics.  Credit: Giant Magellan Telescope
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